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MT-BOX BB5 SL2 (S60) credits

MT-BOX BB5 SL2 (S60) credits - 10 pcs is a service dedicated for MT-Box users which allows to unlock the latest BB5

phones using only Fbus cables in few seconds. You can unlock such phones as 5320, N96, N95 8Gb, E51, 6220c and others.

NOTE: Internet connection is required for phone unlock. Each unlock takes 2 credits and we sell in packs of 10 credits (for 5

phones). You also need FBUS cables - suggested are 10 pin with enabled TX2 and VPP lines.

After your order you will receive login and pass for SL2 credits account

Supported models:

Nokia 5320 XpressMusic

Nokia 5800

Nokia 6110

Nokia 6120 classic

Nokia 6121 classic

Nokia 6124 classic

Nokia 6210 Navigator

Nokia 6210 Navigator

Nokia 6210 Navigator

Nokia 6210 Navigator

Nokia 6220 classic

Nokia 6290

Nokia 6650 Fold

Nokia E51

Nokia E63

Nokia E66

Nokia E71
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Nokia N78

Nokia N81

Nokia N81 8gb

Nokia N76

Nokia N79

Nokia N85

Nokia N82

Nokia N95 8gb

Nokia N96

F.A.Q.

Question: Where is the software and which version to use?

Answer: Please use the latest MTB NK v1.55.5. If software cannot not find DK card attached to your PC it will try to connect

to GT server.

Question: Where do I enter login details.

Answer:At the GT server tab. Enter login details and click SAVE button.

Question: Can I use MT PRO lite credits?

Answer:No, these credits can't be used, because it's only "Login approval credits"

Question: Does my MT box Nokia need to have 'BB5 without tp' activated to be able to use DK SL2 credits?

Answer: No need to have 'BB5 no tp activated' in your box. All MT boxes Nokia can use it.

Question: Can I use MT Box SonyEricsson or MT Box RED to unlock SL2 phones?

Answer: Yes, you can if your box still has trial for Nokia if you have DK SL2 credits.

Question: Where are saved unlock codes?

Answer: C:\Program Files\GriffinTeam\MT-Box\bb5hash\codes.ini

Question: What is the warranty?

Answer: There is no any warranty, all is "Ass is" (c) DK

Question: My phone cannot enter Local or Test mode?

Answer: Check your cable or connect power supply into box - Nokia phone charger ACP-12

Question: What about profile bits?

Answer: In most cases it is: 0 or 8, but if have values 3,7,B,F then that phone has disabled unlocking by password!(by

keyboard and F-BUS)

Question: How to check profile bits in my phone?

Answer: Connect phone to FBUS cable, press Phone info, then press Sim lock state button.

Question: I try to unlock phone, but it is not unlockable?

Answer: Please check profile bits first. We will try to add automatic detection in next version, when collect more details.

Question: My profile bits are ok, but my phone is not unlocked.

Answer: Please flash your phone first to GENERIC, with marked SET to factory default. Then unlock it again.

Question: Do I need to spend one more credit after flash phone to Generic pack?

Answer: If you unlock it once, codes are stored on your pc, just press unlock button.

Question: Can I use USB hub to connect MT box to PC?

Answer: Please do not use USB hubs or use these with external power supply.

Package contains:

- login and pass for 10 credits (5 phones) for SL2

- invoice
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